Abstract-Graphics processing units (GPU), due to their massive computational power with up to thousands of concurrent threads and general-purpose GPU (GPGPU) programming models such as CUDA and OpenCL, have opened up new opportunities for speeding up general-purpose parallel applications. Unfortunately, pre-silicon architectural simulation of modern-day GPGPU architectures and workloads is extremely time-consuming. This paper addresses the GPGPU simulation challenge by proposing a framework, called GPGPU-MiniBench, for generating miniature, yet representative GPGPU workloads. GPGPU-MiniBench first summarizes the inherent execution behavior of existing GPGPU workloads in a profile. The central component in the profile is the Divergence Flow Statistics Graph (DFSG), which characterizes the dynamic control flow behavior including loops and branches of a GPGPU kernel. GPGPU-MiniBench generates a synthetic miniature GPGPU kernel that exhibits similar execution characteristics as the original workload, yet its execution time is much shorter thereby dramatically speeding up architectural simulation. Our experimental results show that GPGPU-MiniBench can speed up GPGPU architectural simulation by a factor of 49Â on average and up to 589Â, with an average IPC error of 4.7 percent across a broad set of GPGPU benchmarks from the CUDA SDK, Rodinia and Parboil benchmark suites. We also demonstrate the usefulness of GPGPU-MiniBench for driving GPU architecture exploration.
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INTRODUCTION
I N recent years, interest has grown rapidly towards harnessing the power of graphics hardware to perform general-purpose parallel computing-so-called generalpurpose graphics processing units (GPGPU) computing. Thanks to the affordable, powerful and programmable GPU hardware [1] , developers are increasingly using commodity GPUs to perform computation-heavy tasks that would otherwise require a large compute cluster. GPGPU programming models such as compute unified device architecture (CUDA) [2] , ATI Stream Technology [3] , and OpenCL [4] allow programmers to use hundreds of thousands of threads to leverage the plenty of computation resources of today's GPUs to achieve massive computational power.
The computational power of modern-day GPUs is in sharp contrast to the slow speed of GPGPU architectural simulation. GPGPU architectural simulation is extremely timeconsuming, for two reasons. First, architects need to simulate realistic applications with large input data sets to evaluate GPU micro-architecture designs with high fidelity. This implies that many (up to hundreds of thousands) threads need to be simulated. Second, if not single-threaded, parallel GPU simulators are limited by the available number of cores in the simulation host machine, which is typically a multicore CPU [5] , [6] , [7] . (Although the latest version (3.x) of the publicly available GPGPU-Sim enables asynchronous kernel launches from the CPU using pthread parallelism, the GPU simulation engine itself is single-threaded [8] .) Furthermore, given the increased complexity of GPUs, it is to be expected that the GPGPU simulation challenge is only going to increase in importance in the years to come. Table 1 shows the execution time of several CUDA benchmarks on a real GPU device (NVidia GeForce 295) and a GPGPU performance simulator (GPGPU-Sim) [5] . These measurements show that GPGPU performance simulation is approximately nine orders of magnitude slower compared to real hardware. Given how computer architects heavily rely on simulators for exploration purposes at various stages of the design, accelerating GPGPU architectural simulation is imperative.
Existing solutions to accelerating architectural simulation of CPUs, such as sampling or statistical simulation, cannot be readily applied to GPGPU simulation because of the relatively small number of instructions executed per thread (tens to hundreds of thousands of instructions) in a typical GPGPU kernel-CPU benchmarks typically execute billions to trillions of instructions per thread. Furthermore, the large number of branch instructions in GPGPU workloads prohibits the use of spreadsheet-based modeling techniques used for pure-graphics GPU performance evaluation. We therefore propose an alternative approach in this paper.
This paper proposes GPGPU-MiniBench, a framework that generates miniature proxies of GPGPU workloads that are both accurate and fast to simulate. GPGPU-MiniBench first collects a profile to capture a GPGPU workload's execution behavior. The central component in the profile is the divergence flow statistics graph (DFSG) to characterize the control flow behavior of threads in a GPGPU kernel in a concise and comprehensive manner. Furthermore, we model shared memory bank conflicts, memory coalescing behavior, and thread hierarchy, next to a thread's control flow behavior and instruction mix. GPGPU-MiniBench generates a synthetic GPGPU kernel from this statistical profile that exhibits similar execution characteristics, yet is much shorter to simulate compared to the original GPGPU workload.
More specifically, we make the following contributions:
We analyze why existing micro-architecture simulation acceleration techniques for CPUs and GPUs are not suitable for GPGPU performance evaluation. We propose the new concept of the divergence flow statistics graph to characterize the dynamic control flow behavior of GPGPU kernel threads. We derive and characterize several typical loop patterns in existing GPGPU kernels, which we exploit to accelerate GPGPU architecture simulation. We develop a synthesis framework, called GPGPUMiniBench, to generate miniature proxies of CUDA GPGPU kernels, which retain similar performance but require much shorter simulation times. We validate the framework on four GPGPU microarchitectures. Our experimental results show that GPGPU-MiniBench can speed up GPGPU microarchitecture simulation by a factor of 49Â on average and up to 589Â with an average instructions executed per cycle (IPC) error of 4.7 percent. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides general background on GPGPU architectures and CUDA. Section 3 describes our characterization for 34 CUDA benchmarks and analyzes why existing simulation acceleration techniques for CPUs and GPUs are not suitable for GPGPU. Section 4 elaborates on the design of our GPGPU-MiniBench framework. Section 5 depicts our experimental methodology, while Section 6 presents evaluation results and analysis. Section 7 discusses related work and Section 8 concludes the paper.
BACKGROUND
GPGPU refers to running General-Purpose computation on Graphics Processing Units. Enhancements in the hardware along with novel programming models such as CUDA [2] , OpenCL [4] , and Brook+ [9] have spurred this trend. In this paper, we consider NVidia's GPGPU architecture and the CUDA programming model without loss of generality.
Recently, NVidia introduced the Tesla, Fermi, and Kepler GPU architectures, which significantly extend GPU capabilities beyond graphics [2] , [10] . Its massively multithreaded processor array becomes a highly efficient unified platform for both graphics and general-purpose parallel computing applications [10] . As shown in Fig. 1 , a typical GPU consists of a number of streaming multi-processors (SM, also called shader core), each containing multiple streaming processor (SP) cores. Each SM also has several special function units (SFUs), an instruction fetch and issue unit, a constant cache, and a shared memory. The number of SMs and SPs may vary across GPU generations. The SMs and the on-chip global memory interface are connected to an interconnection network.
Compute unified device architecture is a programming model developed for NVidia GPUs, which allows programmers to write programs using C functions called kernels [2] , [11] . The CUDA threads are organized in a threelevel hierarchy. The lowest level is the thread itself. The next level is a group of threads called the cooperative thread array (CTA) or thread block; threads in a CTA are allowed to execute concurrently on an SM, communicate via shared memory, and synchronize through barriers. At the top level, a number of CTAs are grouped together to form a grid. Threads may execute down different paths because of branches. When threads in a single hardware thread execution batch (an NVidia warp or an AMD wavefront) follow different execution paths, they must be executed sequentially-a notion called branch or warp divergence-which is harmful to performance.
A CUDA program typically consists of sequential and parallel parts. The sequential parts run on the CPU and the parallel parts run on the GPU. The parallel parts themselves consist of one or more kernels, which can run concurrently from the Fermi architecture [12] onwards. Since our goal is to accelerate GPGPU micro-architecture simulation, we focus on the parallel kernels. The sequential parts and the data passing between CPU and GPU are out of the scope of this paper.
WHY CPU SIMULATION ACCELERATION TECHNIQUES DO NOT APPLY TO GPGPU
Before proposing our solution to the GPGPU architecture simulation challenge, we first revisit existing CPU simulation acceleration techniques.
CUDA Kernel Characterization
We do this by first characterizing existing CUDA kernels to provide supportive quantitative evidence during the analysis and discussion of this study. We collect the following characteristics using the GPGPU-Sim simulator [5] : instruction mix, basic block size, and the dynamic instruction count per thread. The 35 CUDA kernels that we consider in this analysis were drawn from the CUDA SDK, Rodinia and Parboil benchmark suites. (See later for a detailed description of the experimental setup.) The number of static basic blocks in a CUDA kernel ranges from 10 to 25 for most benchmarks, with an average of 22.8 basic blocks, see Fig. 4 . Only two of the benchmarks, namely CL and PNS, show more than 100 basic blocks. The code footprint is substantially smaller for CUDA kernels compared to typical CPU benchmarks such as SPEC CPU and MediaBench with an average basic block count of 265.5 and 584.2, respectively [13] . Fig. 5 illustrates the number of dynamically executed instructions per thread. This number typically varies from dozens to tens of thousands and is extremely small compared to SPEC CPU [14] and PARSEC [15] benchmarks, which have dynamic instruction counts in the tens to hundreds of billions range.
Furthermore, CUDA kernels feature large numbers of threads, up to hundreds of thousands of threads per kernel (i.e., unlimited for practical purposes). This is yet another key difference with typical CPU workloads, which are single-threaded or feature a limited number of threads.
Revisiting CPU Simulation Acceleration Techniques for GPGPU
There exist a number of CPU simulation acceleration techniques, which we revisit now in the context of GPGPU: sampled simulation in time and space, statistical simulation, and reduced input sets. Sampling in time. Sampled simulation is a popular simulation acceleration technique for CPUs. Its basic idea is to sample the dynamic instruction stream and simulate a limited number of snapshots from the total program execution and then extrapolate performance from these snapshots to the entire program execution. Existing solutions in the CPU space sample randomly [35] , periodically [16] , [17] , or based on application phase behavior [18] . TBPoint [40] very recently proposes sampling-in-time for GPGPU workloads. Although TBPoint achieves high accuracy while simulating 10 to 20 percent of the total kernel execution time, sampling workloads with high control/memory divergence behavior remains challenging. GPGPU-Minibench also targets these challenging workloads while achieving even higher speedups at small errors.
Sampling in space. An alternative to sampling in time might be to sample in space, or to simulate a limited number of threads out of the many (hundreds of thousands of) threads that constitute a GPGPU kernel. Note that sampling in space does not sample instructions from a single thread but instead samples threads from a GPGPU kernel. As the threads of a kernel may share hardware resources including global memory or interconnection network, sampling in space is likely to change several of the important GPGPU performance characteristics such as branch divergence [19] and memory coalescing behavior. In addition, the access distribution to the interconnection network, the partition camp [20] , bandwidth utility and DRAM efficiency of the memory channels are also likely to be altered when reducing the number of threads. We experimentally confirm this as illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows IPC as we (randomly) sample threads, for our 35 benchmarks. For sampling in space to work, we would need to observe a linear relationship between the sampled IPC and the fraction of sampled threads. This seems to be the case for many benchmarks. Unfortunately, not all benchmarks exhibit this behavior, see for example MUM. Fig. 3 explains why: the L1 data cache miss rate, instruction cache hit rate, the global memory read count, and number of stalls caused by global memory coalescing does not change linearly with sampled thread count. (We also tried sampling warps instead of threads, and found it not to work either.) In summary, sampling in space works for many benchmarks, but not all, hence it is not a generally applicable technique. (Sampling in space by sampling a few cores and scaling down global resources such as memory bandwidth to preserve global resource contention may be a possible solution but falls out of the scope of this paper.)
Statistical simulation. Statistical simulation reduces simulation time by generating a small synthetic program with the same behavioral characteristics as the original workload [21] , [37] . The basic idea during the synthesis phase is to reduce the number of times each basic block is executed proportional to the execution of the basic block in the original workload. Given the small dynamic instruction count per thread and the small number of basic blocks in a GPGPU kernel, this approach is unlikely to work for GPGPU kernels, as infrequently executed basic blocks get eliminated during the synthesis process.
Reduced inputs. Reducing the input data set is yet another popular and easy-to-apply approach for reducing simulation time. A significant concern with reduced input sets for GPGPU workloads is that performance (IPC) heavily correlates with problem size, as illustrated in Fig. 7 for the NW and HS benchmarks. (We made similar observations for the other benchmarks.) Hence, reducing input size may affect thread count, its interactions through shared resources and the workload's branch and memory behavior. KleinOsowski et al. [33] reported how challenging input set reduction is for CPUs; we expect input set reduction to be even more challenging in the GPGPU context. GPU spreadsheet modeling. Current practice in GPU presilicon performance evaluation using graphics workloadstypically spreadsheet-based analysis-does not apply to GPGPU either. GPGPU workloads exhibit more irregular code than typical graphics workloads, which is apparent from its branch behavior, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Although the percentage of branches (8.6 percent on average) is low compared to SPEC CPU programs [26] , it is high compared to graphics applications: an average number of 4.5 percent of all dynamically executed instructions are branches in graphics benchmarks (OpenCL programs from NVidia GPU Computing SDK [36] ), see Fig. 8 .
GPGPU BENCHMARK SYNTHESIS
We now propose GPGPU workload synthesis to address the GPGPU simulation challenge. Our framework, called GPGPU-MiniBench, generates miniature proxies of real GPGPU kernels that are both representative and fast to simulate. GPGPU-MiniBench consists of three steps as shown in Fig. 9 . In the first step, a profile is collected by capturing the threads' inherent execution characteristics by executing the GPGPU workload with a given input within the profiler. Subsequently, the profile is used as input to a code generator to generate a synthetic miniature GPGPU benchmark; the original benchmark's input is contained in the synthetic kernel clone. In the final step, the synthetic benchmark is simulated on an execution-driven architectural simulator, such as GPGPU-Sim. The final goal of GPGPU-MiniBench is to generate miniature GPGPU kernels that are representative of the original kernels, yet run for a shorter amount of time, yielding significant simulation speedups. Note that we focus on synthesizing a miniature proxy for a single kernel with a large input data set. If a GPGPU benchmark consists of multiple kernels or the kernels are executed multiple times, GPGPU-MiniBench can be easily applied to each kernel (execution).
GPGPU Kernel Profiling
During kernel profiling, we collect a number of program characteristics that collectively capture the inherent execution characteristics of GPGPU workloads. These characteristics are such that they enable reusing synthetic miniature benchmarks across GPGPU micro-architectures. Profiling is a one-time cost and is done using a heavily modified version of CUDA-Sim, which is 5 to 15 times faster compared to timing simulation. We now describe the collected characteristics in more detail.
Thread Hierarchy
As mentioned in Section 2, the batch of threads that execute a kernel is organized as a grid of CTAs. The thread hierarchy characteristic controls the amount of thread-level parallelism of a kernel and how threads are assigned to streaming multiprocessors. Since reducing the number of threads is likely to change the overall performance of a kernel as discussed in Section 3, we maintain the same grid and CTA dimensions in the synthetic as in the original kernel.
Instruction Mix
For GPGPU, different instructions may have dramatically different throughput [27] , [28] . Note that the instruction throughput is defined as the number operations executed per clock cycle per multiprocessor. For example, for NVidia's compute capability 2.0, the throughput of the native 32-bit floating-point add instruction is 32, while it is only 4 for the 32-bit floating-point instructions reciprocal and reciprocal square root [27] . Preserving the instruction mix is thus important to accurately mimic the performance of a GPGPU kernel. We therefore profile instruction opcodes and data types, which are used to fill in instructions in the basic blocks of the synthetic clone. Additional information must be collected for branch instructions such as setp and bra, and memory instructions such as ld and st. More details will be presented in the following paragraphs regarding branch memory behavior.
Control Flow
Capturing the control flow behavior for each thread by collecting a trace for each thread would be prohibitively costly because of the massive number of threads in a GPGPU kernel. CUDA-Sim for example, simulates each thread independently, rather than grouping them into warps and running warp-instructions in lockstep as the actual hardware does; this makes it difficult to collect warp divergence information without generating traces. We therefore propose the divergence flow statistics graph to characterize the control flow behavior of a kernel in a concise and comprehensive way. Fig. 10 illustrates the DFSG. The nodes (solid line boxes) represent basic blocks. Each node contains four fields: name, ECount, LCount, and SCount. The name field is a basic block's ID. ECount is the execution count denoting how many times a basic block is executed by all threads. LCount is the loop count and quantifies how many times the given basic block was iterated over in a loop by all threads. We use SCount to count how often synchronizations happen at the basic block.
The edges (solid arrows) represent the jumps between basic blocks. A dash box near the start of a solid arrow denotes the statistics of a basic block's out-edge. A box near the end of an arrow represents the basic block's in-edge. OECount and IECount represent how often control flow leaves or jumps to the basic block by all threads, respectively. TCount denotes the number of threads executing the edge. Note that because of loops, the number of times an edge is executed (OECount or IECount) does not need to be equal to the number of threads executing the edge (TCount); TCount counts the number of threads executing the edge at least once, and OECount and IECount count how often the edge is executed by any thread.
Shared Memory Bank Conflicts
Shared memory is as fast as a register on a typical GPU. However, the performance of shared memory decreases dramatically if there are bank conflicts between threads [2] , [19] , [29] . In order to preserve similar shared memory bank conflict behavior in the synthetic clone, we need to clone the shared arrays and their access behavior from the original to the synthesized version. We therefore profile the shared arrays which includes collecting (1) the number of shared arrays, (2) the data type and size of each array, and (3) the way the arrays are accessed. The latter is done by maintaining the array's base address and its index, which is a function of the thread's ID. By doing so, we reproduce the same memory access patterns as long as the address is an affine expression of the thread ID.
Memory Coalescing
GPUs provide a memory coalescing mechanism to improve memory performance by merging global memory accesses from different threads within a warp into a single memory transaction if contiguous memory addresses are accessed [2] . To clone the memory behavior, we glean the global array information in a similar way as we do for shared arrays. However, global arrays, in contrast to shared arrays, come in different forms: (i) the global arrays can be explicitly defined in the CUDA source code; or (ii) pointers to global arrays get passed as parameters to CUDA kernel functions, so-called parameter pointers, to copy data back and forth between the CPU and GPU. We account for both cases, and capture an array's base address and its index. As for shared array accesses, we reproduce the same memory access patterns as long as the address is an affine expression of the thread ID.
Code Generation
Having described how we collect a profile of a GPGPU kernel in the previous section, we now detail on how we generate a synthetic clone.
Loop Patterns
Our synthetic benchmark generation framework aims at faithfully mimicking control flow, branch divergence and memory access behavior. Moreover, as we will describe in detail, we leverage control flow behavior, and loops in particular, for controlling and reducing the simulation time of synthetically generated kernels. We therefore describe loop and control flow behavior in more detail now in the current and next section.
We identified three typical loop patterns from a detailed inspection of the DFSGs of the CUDA benchmarks considered in this study. Fig. 11 illustrates these three typical loop patterns. A self-loop consists of a single basic block that jumps to itself. A normal-loop consists of multiple basic blocks in which a basic block jumps to a dominator block through a backward jump. Fig. 11c illustrates the combination of (a) and (b): self-loops and normal-loops may be nested to form more complex loop structures. By analyzing all the experimented benchmarks, we found all loops for all benchmarks to fall under at least one of these three loop patterns (either directly or indirectly/recursively). Note that different threads executing a CUDA loop may iterate the loop for a different number of times, which leads to branch divergence behavior. In this case, the loop condition directly or indirectly depends on the thread's ID. This situation is quite common in CUDA benchmarks based on our observation.
Divergence Behavior Modeling
To achieve similar performance between the synthetic clone and the original GPGPU kernel, it is crucial to preserve its divergence and control flow behavior. In addition, it is also important that the synthesized kernel exhibits similar basic block execution behavior to that of the original kernel. GPGPU-MiniBench models these two aspects through the DFSG as previously introduced. Fig. 13 shows the DFSG of the Kmeans (KM) benchmark as an example. We can easily derive how many threads execute a particular basic block from the DFSG. For example, basic block #0 is executed 57,600 times by 57,600 threads of which 51,200 threads jump to basic block #1 and the remaining 6,400 threads jump to basic block #12. For the ease of reasoning, we partition the control flow graph of a kernel into two parts, namely the outside-and the inside-loop area as shown in Fig. 12 . We define the basic blocks located outside any loop to be part of the outside-loop area; all other basic blocks are located in the inside-loop area. The modeling of the outside-loop area is relatively easy whereas the modeling of the inside-loop area is slightly more complicated.
In the discussion to follow, we define the global thread ID as
with threadNInBlock the index of the given thread in its thread block or CTA, blockNInGrid the index of the given block within the grid, and threadPerBlock the number of threads per block. We consider three dimensions (3D). The 2D and 1D case can be derived from the 3D case by setting the corresponding value(s) to 0. The thread index within its block equals threadNInBlock ¼ tid:x þ tid:y Â ntid:x þ tid:zntid:xntid:y
Outside-loop area. For branches in the outside-loop area, we simply assume that the first N threads go in one direction, while the remaining threads go the other way. (We find this simple heuristic to work well for our workloads.) Knowing how many threads jump in one or the other direction is easily derived from the DFSG.
Inside-loop area. Modeling branches in the inside-loop area is a bit more complicated. We describe the modeling of the inside-loop in three cases: (1) self-loops, (2) jump point of a normal-loop, and (3) target point of a normal-loop. 1) Self-loop. Based on our observation, most of the selfloops are thread-independent, i.e., the number of iterations of a loop is typically constant across threads. Hence we simply set the number of iterations of a self-loop to the LCount as specified in the DFSG.
2) Jump point of a normal-loop. We define the jump point of a normal-loop as the basic block that jumps backwards. For example, in Fig. 12 , basic block #6 is the jump point of a normal-loop, and basic block #1 (OT0 direction) is the backward target while basic block #7 (OT1 direction) is the forward target. We make a distinction between the following cases based on the jump point's statistics.
(i) The number of threads jumping backwards equals the total number of incoming threads to the current basic block. In other words, all threads jump backwards.
(ii) The number of threads jumping backwards is less than the total number of incoming threads to the jump point. We set the first N threads to jump back-wards. (Again, we find this simple heuristic to work well for our set of workloads.)
3) Target point of a normal-loop. We define the target point of a normal-loop as the direct target of a backward jump (e.g., basic block #1 in Fig. 12 is a target point) . We consider four sub-cases.
(i) All threads take the same direction.
(ii) One group of threads goes to one direction and the other group of threads goes to the other direction, but the number of iterations of the two groups of threads is the same.
(iii) A number of threads go to one direction, the rest goes to the other direction, and the sum is greater than the number of incoming threads to the jump point. This indicates that the number of iterations varies across threads, which we model as such.
(iv) The branch condition does not depend directly on the thread ID but depends on a result calculated by the thread itself (indirect thread ID dependence). This is the same as the branches in traditional single-threaded programs. In this case, we use a uniform random number generator to generate the branch condition at each iteration (while making sure we obey the branch statistics, i.e., the number of threads going in either direction is identical to the original kernel).
Reducing Simulation Time
The existence of loops in CUDA threads provides us with an opportunity to reduce simulation time while preserving performance and behavior. The central idea to our approach is to reduce the number of iteration counts by a given factor, called the reduction factor. The basic intuition is that reducing loop iteration count reduces simulation time of a kernel while preserving execution behavior in terms of the number of instructions executed per cycle. One key question now is how to determine the reduction factor. This is non-trivial given there are multiple loops in a kernel that are often nested; hence the question is, should we consider a single reduction factor across all loops, or should we determine reduction factors on a per-loop basis? Also, how should we determine the reduction factor?
The maximum possible reduction factor can be easily derived from the DFSG as the maximum LCount in the graph. The maximum simulation speedup is thus obtained by setting the iteration count to one for all loops. While we found this to be fairly accurate for most benchmarks while yielding high simulation speedups, accuracy can be improved significantly for some benchmarks by choosing a lower reduction factor (at the cost of slower simulation speed). We will evaluate the impact of the reduction factor on accuracy and simulation speed in the evaluation section.
Code Generation
We now describe the various steps to generate a synthetic miniature kernel. Fig. 14 shows the overview of our code generation framework. We follow a top-down hierarchy: kernel, basic block, and instruction. There are also auxiliary codes generated between the different levels in the hierarchy to set information such as kernel parameters and divergence rate to control the execution of the synthesized kernel. 1) Create a kernel object to represent a CUDA kernel. 2) Set the parameter information for the kernel, especially the parameter pointers, the data types and the order of the parameter pointers. This is done in order to clone the memory coalescing behavior of the original kernel to the synthesized one, as described in Section 4.1. 3) Create basic blocks based on a .dot file as shown in box 1 in Fig. 14 . The .dot file is obtained through profiling, and captures the control flow graph of the original kernel. 4) Set the divergence rate for each branch in the created control flow graph. The settings are based on the models described in Section 4.2.2 (box 2). If the branch is a loop branch, we set its loop count to LCount/reduction factor. 5) Generate kernel prototype code. This uses the parameter information set by step 2. 6) Generate the main function code. In the main function body, generate code to allocate host and device memory, copy data from host to device, call the kernel, and copy the results back to the host.
7)
Generate code to define global arrays, if any. 8) Generate kernel definition code. Use the following steps to generate code inside the kernel body. 9) Generate code to define shared arrays, if any. 10) Generate code to calculate the global thread ID using Formula (1). 11) Generate code to define loop control variables and initialize them. This is based on step 4. 12) Fill opcode for basic blocks based on the opcode profiling described in Section 4.1. The output of the profiling is a file that contains the opcode chain. This file is one of the inputs of our code generator. Box 3 in Fig. 14 shows an example. 13) Emit instructions based on opcode for basic blocks.
The most important instructions are setp and bra because they determine the control flow behavior. The setp instruction sets branch conditions and bra executes the jump. The conditions set by setp are based on the models described in Section 4.2.2 and the information set by step 4. When emitting the ld or st instructions, it needs to check if these instructions are used to access shared or global arrays. This employs the distance information described in Section 4.1 ('shared memory bank conflicts' and 'memory coalescing'). The distance information is stored in the output file of profiling which contains the opcode chain, as shown in box 3 of Fig. 14 . As shown in the box 4 of Fig. 14, each instruction is emitted with assembly code using asm statements embedded in CUDA code [31] . The use of the volatile directive for each asm statement prevents the compiler from modifying these machine instructions, i.e., the code emitted by the compiler is exactly what the framework generates. The instructions are targeted towards a specific Intermediate Language (IL), PTX in our case. However, the code generator can be easily modified to emit instructions for any IL of interest. The generated code is compiled by the nvcc compiler [32] from NVidia and the binary can run on execution-driven GPGPU simulators and real GPGPU devices.
As an example, box 4 of Fig. 14 also shows a part of the synthesized code. The setp and bra instructions control the divergence flow of the synthesized kernel. In this example, when the global thread ID is greater than 512, the execution jumps to instr60 which is the first instruction of the target basic block. Otherwise, the execution goes to the next basic block. This dictates that the first 512 threads go to the next basic block while the other threads jump to the target basic block. The ld instruction in the box 4 illustrates how we control the memory coalescing ratio. %r20 is a register value related to the thread ID. If the element size of the global arrays shown in box 5 equals 4, register %r20 then equals the product of thread ID and 4. This makes the global memory accesses by threads within a warp to be coalesced.
Note that the proposed framework does not handle cache effects explicitly. This may need to change in the future as GPGPU kernels get optimized better for cache performance. For our workloads, we did not observe kernel performance to be highly sensitive to cache performance.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
As previously mentioned, we analyzed instruction, basic block, and thread characteristics for 35 benchmarks from the CUDA SDK [36] , Parboil [38] , and Rodinia [39] benchmark suites. However, to reduce overall simulation time, we limit ourselves to 23 benchmarks in total. Fifteen benchmarks were randomly selected out of the top-25 longrunning benchmarks, see Fig. 15 . The other eight benchmarks (MUM, PNS, LU, MT, BFS, NW, SLA, and NE) are those that could not be accelerated well through sampling in space, according to Fig. 2 . The goal of the experiments for these 8 benchmarks is to validate how well GPGPU-Minibench performs. Table 2 lists these 23 benchmarks along with their thread count and number of instructions per thread.
We use the GPGPU-sim_v2.1.1b [5] to evaluate our approach. The simulator is configured to evaluate the four GPU micro-architecture configurations with different numbers of streaming multiprocessors (Table 3) .
EVALUATION
In this section, we first evaluate the efficacy of GPGPUMiniBench. Subsequently, we compare it with an approach that sets the number of loop iterations to one in the source codes of the CUDA workloads.
Evaluation of GPGPU-MiniBench
We consider the following factors in the evaluation of GPGPU-MiniBench: (i) the impact of the reduction factor on simulation speed and accuracy, (ii) achieved simulation speedup, (iii) accuracy (or IPC error), and (iv) other metrics such as shared memory bank conflicts, memory coalescing and branch divergence behavior.
We define simulation speedup as follows:
speedup ¼ simulation time original simulation time synthetic (3) with simulation time original the time to simulate the original benchmark on the GPGPU performance simulator, and 
with M syn and M ori obtained by simulating the synthetic and original benchmark, respectively. (i) Impact of reduction factor on simulation speed and accuracy. As previously mentioned, GPGPU-MiniBench reduces simulation time by decreasing loop iteration counts using a reduction factor. In this section, we study how this reduction factor affects GPGPU architecture simulation speed and accuracy. The values of reduction factors are 2, 4, 8, etc., in powers of 2. The maximum reduction factor of a benchmark depends on its maximum number of loop iterations. In our approach, the maximum number of loop iterations is divided by the reduction factor and the rounded down value of this result is set as the loop iteration count in the synthesized benchmark. If the rounded down value of the result is 1, then the maximum reduction factor is obtained. Because loop iteration counts are workload-specific, different benchmarks may have different maximum reduction factors.
Figs. 16 and 17 quantify speed and accuracy, respectively, as a function of the reduction factor. Fig. 16 shows that a larger reduction factor results in more speedup for all the benchmarks, while Fig. 17 reveals that a larger reduction factor incurs higher IPC error. Apart from two benchmarks (SP and LV), the maximum IPC error is less than 8.5 percent. This indicates that we can choose the maximum reduction factor to achieve the largest possible simulation speedup while preserving good accuracy.
(ii) Simulation speed. Fig. 18 shows simulation speedup for our benchmarks when their maximum reduction factors are employed. The maximum speedup is 589Â for the PF benchmark.
Looking at Table 2 , the number of dynamic instructions per thread for this benchmark is about 150 thousand. This result demonstrates that GPGPU-MiniBench is most effective at reducing simulation time for benchmarks with large per-thread instruction counts. On average, our approach can speed up GPGPU architecture simulation by a factor 40Â, 46Â, 52Â and 58Â for the 8-SM, 28-SM, 56-SM, and 110-SM configurations, respectively. The harmonic mean speedup equals 49Â.
Interestingly, we also obtain significant speedups for five of the eight benchmarks for which sampling in space does not work. Our approach does not accelerate the simulation for MT , BFS, and NE, as these benchmarks do not execute any loops. Hence, both sampling in space and our approach do not work well for these three benchmarks. How to speed up the GPGPU acceleration for these benchmarks is subject to future work.
(iii) IPC error. Fig. 19 shows the relative IPC error of the synthesized versus original benchmarks for the 56-SM configuration. The absolute average error equals 4.5 percent. For the eight benchmarks for sampling in space failed to work, we obtain an average error of 3.3 percent, and no error higher than 6.2 percent, which indicates that our approach outperforms sampling in space.
Note that we observe both positive and negative errors-for some benchmarks, GPGPU-MiniBench yields a performance overestimation, and for others it yields an underestimation-this indicates there is no systematic bias in the modeling framework. We analyzed the reasons for the errors, and we found these errors are due to various simplifying assumptions made in the framework. In particular, the number of loop iterations of a GPGPU kernel may vary across threads, which our model does not capture as it assumes that all threads iterate loops for the same number of times. Furthermore, we make the assumption that we preserve execution characteristics as we reduce the number of loop iterations; note we do this on purpose to reduce simulation time, yet it incurs some inaccuracy. Fig. 20 quantifies accuracy across four different GPU architectures-this is to illustrate how accurate GPGPUMiniBench is to analyze relative performance differences across the GPU design space. There are a couple of observations to be made here. First, this graph reconfirms the accuracy reported in Fig. 19 across different GPU architectures, i.e., the synthetic performance results closely match the ones for the original workload. Second, GPGPU-MiniBench is able to accurately track relative performance differences across architectures and workloads. For example, the performance difference seems to be small between the four GPU architectures for the CL, PF and NN benchmarks. For some benchmarks, performance improves with increasing number of SMs but stagnates beyond 56 SMs, see for example LIB, SP and LV; for the other benchmarks, performance continues to improve with an increasing number of SMs. GPGPU-MiniBench captures all of these trends accurately.
(iv) Other metrics. We considered other metrics next to IPC to evaluate the synthesis framework, namely shared memory bank conflicts, memory coalescing behavior and branch divergence rates. We find the synthetic clones to accurately mimic these metrics compared to the original workloads, in spite of the simplifying assumptions we make in the framework.
Comparison against Loop Reduction
Since GPGPU-MiniBench reduces simulation time by reducing the number of loop iterations in the synthesized code to one, one may think that setting the number of loop iterations to one in CUDA source code directly might be equally accurate while being much simpler to implement. Unfortunately, loop reduction does not work well for most CUDA benchmarks, as shown in Fig. 21 . The IPC error for most benchmarks is very high, with an average IPC error as high as 34.4 percent.
The reason is that the CUDA compiler changes the control flow of a workload when we set the number of loop iterations to one in the source code which leads to non-representative code. GPGPU-MiniBench on the other hand preserves control flow behavior of the synthesized code compared to the original code. Fig. 22 shows the control flow graph of the benchmark MM as an example. As can be seen, loop reduction significantly changes the static control flow graph of MM, while GPGPU-MiniBench does not.
RELATED WORK
Micro-architecture simulation is a key tool for computer architecture research and development. A lot of research has been done towards accelerating CPU simulation, see for example [16] , [17] , [18] . Only recently has interest grown regarding GPGPU architecture simulation, as exemplified by GPGPU-Sim [5] , [8] , Ocelot [6] , [19] and Barra [7] . These simulators are critical to GPGPU architecture research, but they are slow. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to attempt to accelerate GPGPU architecture simulation.
Recently, Huang et al. accelerate GPGPU architecture simulation by sampling thread blocks [40] using TBPoint. Sampling thread blocks is a good idea since CUDA encourages programmers to write programs with little communication between thread blocks. Although TBPoint achieves high accuracy while simulating 10 to 20 percent of the total execution time of the kernel (simulation speedup of 5 to 10Â), sampling workloads with high control/memory divergence behavior remains challenging. GPGPU-Minibench also targets these challenging workloads with a very different approach, and achieves high accuracy and higher simulation speedups (by 49Â on average).
Synthesizing workloads/traces for performance evaluation has been an active area of research. Several recent studies report good accuracy and significant simulation speedups using synthetically generated benchmark clones over running full workloads on cycle-accurate simulators [13] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [37] . However, all of this prior work focused on long-running CPU programs. For parallel programs, especially GPGPU kernels, it is very difficult to apply the CPU synthetic techniques, as argued in Section 2. We carefully analyze the unique characteristics of GPGPU kernels and propose GPGPU-MiniBench as an alternate workload synthesis approach for accelerating GPGPU architecture simulation.
CONCLUSION
Slow micro-architecture simulation speed has been a major and constant concern for several decades in the CPU domain, and now with the emergence for GPGPU computing, there is a strong need for simulation acceleration techniques for GPGPU. In this paper, we have argued that existing CPU simulation acceleration techniques do not readily apply to GPGPU. We therefore proposed a very different approach in this paper. GPGPUMiniBench generates synthetic clones of real GPGPU workloads that exhibit similar execution characteristics (within 5.1 percent on average) as the original workloads while being much shorter to simulate ð88Â on average). GPGPU-MiniBench is accurate enough for making highlevel design decisions and trend analyses in GPGPU architectures and systems. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
